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FASTER I SMARTER I GREENER

Your Everyday Car.
Office and back !
Go grocery shopping !
Drop your kids to school !
We have got you covered for 
all your daily intracity travel 
requirements, in the most 
sustainable & eco-friendly way.

two seater 
fully electric 
smart micro car
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Futuristic tail lights Sharp alloy wheels Muscular alpha front grille Dual LED headlamps Mean twin signature lights Turn light integrated ORVM
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Bold is for the self-assured and strong.
They drive a revolution to make the 
world a better place.
Embrace the design that drives you into the future.

BOLD BY DESIGN

 *Zoom in for a better view 
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SUAVE PERSONAL SPACE
Sleek interiors with big roomy personal cabin 
to keep you serene & calm. Add to that the right 
amount of gadgetry to make the drive easy & comfortable.

 Digital Instrument cluster 

 *Zoom in for a better view 

 Touchscreen Infotainment  Smart Shift  Plush interior color tones  Clean dashboard  USB Phone charging



Range 160 Kms
Sufficient to cover all your 
everyday intra-city travel 
requirements.

Charger 3 Kw
Charge anywhere with an 
on-board charger from a 
220V 15 A socket.

Charge in < 4 Hrs
Full charge in less than 4 hours.

Top Speed 70 Kmph
Electronically limited for intracity 
travel.

cost < 0.75 INR/km
Travel almost for free, and forget 
the worries of rising petrol prices.

5 the future of urban mobility



MPV

Sedan  SUV

Hatchback

EaS-E 

 Park in the tightest of spots !
Forget your parking woes & park in the tightest
spot easily. Parks 2 in a single parking spot. 
Easy maneuverability for ease of parking.

Travel faster through traffic !
The nifty size of the car allows it to cut through 
traffic & allows for lesser traffic congestion, 
helping increase the overall speed through traffic.

 SUV SUV

MPV

MPV

Sedan

Sedan

Sedan

SedanHatchback

Hatchback Hatchback

Hatchback

 SUV

Sedan

Hatchback

MPV SedanHatchback

FASTER.
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Average Speed - 12 KMPH Average Speed - 20 KMPH Average Speed - 30 KMPH

 *Zoom in for a better view 



Over The Air Updates Remote Parking Assist Cruise Control Smart Steering controls Automatic drive Remote connectivity
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A proprietary mode to drive by just using steering mounted 
controls in traffic situation. It’s simple, press “+” to drive forward 
to a max speed of 20 Kmph & press “–“ to brake. 
No more feet fatigue & left leg syndrome. 
Drive feet free. 

EaS-E mode, Feet free driving

smarter.
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 *Zoom in for a better view 



Zero Tail pipe emissions
The electric powertrain offers zero 
tail pipe emissions to help alleviate 
the pollution & climate change 
issues severely affecting planet earth. 
Truly green.

Low Manufacturing carbon emissions
Smaller size of the vehicle & battery packs for the 
EaS-E makes it less carbon intensive from 
the manufacturing perspective too. 
Truly green manufacturing wise.

Minimal energy/km
Less energy used for every Km travelled means the 
carbon emissions linked to electricity generation 
due to fossil fuel power plants is also limited & controlled. 
Truly green operationally.
        

greener.
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 *Zoom in for a better view 



FASTER I SMARTER I GREENERcolours

Royal Beige

Sparkle Silver

Brilliant White

Deep Green

Peppy OrangePassionate Red

Pure Black Majestic Blue 

Funky Yellow 

Vintage Brown 
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*The colour plates shown may vary slightly from the actual colours due to the limitations of the printing process.*

 *Zoom in for a better view 



t e c h n i c a l  s p e c i f i c a t i o n s
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EaS-E (two seater)

Disclaimercontact us

technical features battery
- Chassis: High Tensile Tubular Space Frame

- Top Speed 70 KPH

- Available in 120/160/200 Km’s Range in Single 

   Charge

- 4 Wheeler Quadricycle

- Front Wheel Drive

- Highly Efficient PMSM Motor

- Curb Weight: 550kgs

- Ground Clearance 170 mm

- Length: 2915 mm

- Width: 1157 mm

- Height: 1600 mm

- Wheelbase: 2087 mm

- Front Tyres: 145 - 80 R13

- Rear Tyres: 145 - 80 R13

- Rear Drum Brakes

- Daytime Running Lights

- Available In Dual Tone

- Regenerative Braking

- EaS-E Mode For Feet Free Driving In Traffic

- Cruise Control

- Remote Parking Assist

- Remote Connectivity & Diagnostics

- Steering Mounted Controls

- Safety Seat Belts For Both Passengers

- Over The Air Updates 

- Digital Instrument Cluster

- Remote Keyless Entry

- Power Windows

- Electronically Controlled Mirrors

- AM/FM/Bluetooth/USB

- Rear View Camera

- Frunk & Trunk Space For Daily Grocery

- Air Conditioning

- LED Headlamps

- Advanced Lithium Iron Phosphate Battery

- Charging In Less Than 4 Hours From Regular 

   Household Outlet

2915 MM

1600 MM

1157 MM

*Images and illustrations are indicative and for informative purposes only. 

*Some of the equipment illustrated or described in this leaflet may not be supplied as standard equipment and may be available at extra cost. 

*All features/specifications are not available in all variants and may vary for different variants. 

*PMV ELECTRIC PVT. LTD. reserves the right to change specifications, design,schemes and equipment without prior notice.

*Technical specifications have been rounded-off to the nearest value. 

*The colour plates shown may vary slightly from the actual colours due to the limitations of the printing process. 

*Please consult the company for full information and availability on colours and trim. 

*Terms & conditions apply.

- 8097030800

- info@pmvelectric.com

Dealer’s Name & Address


